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Abstract: We are facing an era of Online With Offline (OWO) in the smart city
- almost everyone is using various online services to connect friends, watch videos,
listen to the music, download resources, and so on. Our online behaviors are separated
by different domains, which may cause serious problem in the area of cross-domain
recommendation, advertising, and criminal tracking in online and offline world, since
it is a very challenging task to link user online behaviors belonging to the same
natural person. Existing methods usually tackle user online behavior linkage problem by
estimating the profile content similarity between two different online services. However,
the profile contents in heterogeneous online services are unreliable or misaligned, and
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the proposed methods are always limited to several services in a specific domain. In
order to link individual’s online behavior across domains, in this paper, we propose
user Online Behavior Linkage across Domains (OBLD), a novel hybrid model, to link
user online behavior across domains with Internet traffic. It derives several significant
attributes from users’ online behaviors, such as user digital identity, various fingerprints
of terminals and browsers, spatio-temporal behavior of users, and leverages a supervised
classification method to discover the relationship between users’ online behaviors. Also,
the proposed model has unsupervised setting for dataset with non or few label data if
a certain percentage of user digital identities can be extracted from original dataset.
By using real-world network traffic collected from two large provinces in China, we
evaluate the OBLD model and the linkage precision achieves 89% and 97.9% for two
datasets respectively. Especially, the inputs of OBLD, i.e., network traffic flows, cover
all online behavior of users who connect with Internet through monitored networks,
which makes it possible to link online behaviors of users in whole online world.

Key Words: Online Behavior Linkage, User Digital Identity, User Identity Linkage,
Internet Traffic, Across Domains

Category: L.7.0

1 Introduction

Nowadays, Internet connects human, machines, and objects together. We live in

online world (virtual world in Internet) and offline world (real world with physical

entities) at the same time, which records our “Digital Footprints” contain

online and offline behavior, and current time and location [Irani et al., 2009,

Zhang et al., 2015]. Our online digital footprints capture our online behavior and

whatever we do on the web becomes part of our Digital IDentity (DID) forever.

Existing researches demonstrate that online and offline behaviors of human

have strong influence on each other [Hong and Jung, 2018, Dunbar et al., 2015,

Hristova et al., 2016, Qiao et al., 2016]. For example, friends in real world will

follow each other on online social networks and share opinions, thought, and

photos at anytime; those who have similar interests online may happy to arrange

a meeting with each other in a coffee shop. It is well known that human mobility

behavior is far from random, they tend to follow daily pattern in a limited space

due to long duration of travel [Jung, 2017]. However, online behavior is not

limited by space nor by distance, it has accelerated the spread of information

in an unprecedented manner, and expanded people’s activities, which not only

facilitate the daily life of the people, but also trigger some adverse issues in the

field of public safety, and online recommendation system.

In the field of public safety, according to the 2016 Internet Crime Report by

Federal Bureau of Investigation Internet Crime Complaint Center (FBI IC3),

IC3 received 298,728 complaints with a monetary loss of 1.33 billion in 2016,

including some common cybercrimes such as, Malware/Scarewarem, Virus, and

Phishing/Vishing/Smishing/Pharming, and some cyber related crimes as Crimes

Against Children, Identity Theft, Harassment/Threats of Violence, Terrorism,

and so on. How to discover potential criminal behavior from massive “digital
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footprints”, and then track individual behind these online behaviors, have

become an urgent task. In addition, in the field of online recommendation system,

for a online service, the online behavior of a specific user can be connected

together by account, and then user’s online interests and attributes are available

by analyzing his/her personal data. However, since different services don’t share

data, and domains with various services are heterogeneous, in order to fully

understand users’ interests and provide better recommendations or services,

connecting online behavior belonging to unique users across different websites

has also become a crucial barrier to accurately estimating behaviors and statistics

at the user level. Furthermore, aggregating online behaviors from different do-

mains reveals more information about users and is beneficial for personalization

and cross-domain recommendations - particularly for solving cold-start problems

where systems suffer from sparse user profiles [Abel et al., 2010]. Also, we can

leverage the integrated results to help analyze the patterns of user migration

between multiple online services [Shu et al., 2017]. Thus, a fundamental question

arises: can we link all online behavior of the same user across domains to get a

more comprehensive view about the user?

There are more than 4.6 billion known website pages in Internet cur-

rently [Hong and Jung, 2016], it is very challenging (even impossible) to link

users’ behavior online, since users can access to different domains anony-

mously, with multiple accounts, or as a visitor, even using several terminals.

Although several researches have been carried out in recent 2 years focus-

ing on user identity linkage across online social networks [Shu et al., 2017,

Nie et al., 2016, Lee and Jung, 2017, Zhang and Yu, 2016], across domains with

location data [Riederer et al., 2016], and visitor stitching on cross-device web

logs [Kim et al., 2017], linking user online behavior across domains still remains

an open problem, primarily for two reasons: first, online behavior linkage

across domains is harder than both classifying [Calabrese et al., 2011], and

distinguishing [Onnela et al., 2007] users, and it may have been considered

impractical at scale. Second, many existing methods are designed for a specific

domain [Shu et al., 2017], or at best domains that are semantically similar

[Riederer et al., 2016]. In order to build a more convenient, efficient, safe, and re-

liable network environment, and obtain an integrated profile for each individual,

it is necessary to link his/her online behavior across multiple domains together

[Nguyen and Jung, 2017, Ma et al., 2014]. In contrast, our goal is to address the

most general case in which data across domains is separately generated and has

obvious differences in characteristics.

To address this problem, this paper proposes OBLD, a novel hybrid model

with unique digital identity based and probability based correlation methods,

to link online behavior of users across various domains. We extend user identity

linkage problem to user online behavior linkage problem, which aims to correlate
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online behaviors of user that belong to the same real person with Internet traffic.

First, we extract features, such as user digital identity, online fingerprint, and

spatio-temporal behavior of users, to evaluate the similarity and dissimilarity

between online behaviors. Then, by using the decision tree, we define the

problem of user linkage of different online behavior across domains as a binary

classification problem. Finally, we apply the Top1 selection method to optimize

the results of decision tree. Based on the massive network data traffic collected by

the biggest Internet Service Provider (ISP) that covering northern and southern

provinces of China, we validate the effectiveness of our proposed model. In

summary, the contributions of our paper are as follows:

(1) We propose OBLD, a novel hybrid model with digital identity based and

probability based correlation methods, to formalize our problem as a unified

framework. The unique digital identity based correlation method can achieve

100% accuracy in a small scale. The probability based correlation method con-

verts the user online behavior linkage issue to a bipartite problem for all datasets,

which is improved by an user online behavior feature based unsupervised function

to achieve higher accuracy and coverage [Lee and Jung, 2017].

(2) This model has fully modeled the similarity and dissimilarity between

users’ online behaviors from several aspects from Internet traffic point of view.

Online fingerprints and offline spatio-temporal patterns are extracted as features

to train the model [Tan et al., 2014]. The attributes of user’s online behavior

used here are not dependent on a specific domain, which can be applied to

data sets from different domains and different network environments. What’s

more, the proposed method can be easily scaled to adapt massive data traffic in

networks [Bui and Jung, 2018].

(3) We validate the effectiveness of our proposed model with two real big data

sets, which are extracted from real network data traffic of Internet collected from

typical provinces in China covering millions of people over a month. The real

network traffic data is generated by factual users while connecting with Internet,

and various users’ online behaviors of services across domains can be found and

extracted from the data to evaluate the mode.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works in

the field of user online behavior linkage are introduced. Section 3 provides the

problem definition for user online behavior linkage. In Section 4, we introduce

the data set used in our experiment. Feature extraction from network data traffic

is illustrated in Section 5. Section 6 introduces the proposed hybrid model to link

user online behavior across domains. Experimental results and analyses based

on real data traffic are given in Section 7. Conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
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2 Related Work

The increasing popularity of users accessing to multiple domains with many

accounts, or anonymous makes user online behavior linkage problem of critical

importance to business intelligence by gaining from user’s online behavior a

deeper understanding and more accurate profiling of users. A general framework

for user online behavior linkage is usually composed of two major phases: (1)

Feature extraction and (2) Model construction [Shu et al., 2017]. In the feature

extraction phase, features that could distinguish users’ online behaviors are

extracted from content [Zafarani and Liu, 2013, Kong et al., 2013],users’ pro-

file [Lee and Jung, 2017, Zhang et al., 2015, Perito et al., 2011], network struc-

tures [Korula and Lattanzi, 2014, Zafarani et al., 2015, Bartunov et al., 2012,

Man et al., 2016], trajectories [Riederer et al., 2016, Cho et al., 2011], web logs

[Kim et al., 2017], and online interest [Liu et al., 2014, Nie et al., 2016]. Then,

extracted features [Man et al., 2016, Zafarani and Liu, 2013] are then used as in-

puts for training supervised [Nie et al., 2016, Perito et al., 2011], semi-supervised

[Zhang et al., 2015] or unsupervised [Riederer et al., 2016] model. As last, the

proposed model [Liu et al., 2014] estimates the correlation of users’ online be-

haviors to solve the user online behavior linkage problem.

In 2016, a review surveys advancements in user identity linkage across

online social networks, and introduces a unified framework for the user identity

linkage problem [Shu et al., 2017]. It suggests that, in the future, methods

should be adjusted and applied in cross network scenarios [Liu et al., 2016],

and more practical problem settings can be further explored. In the latest

papers, some researchers tend to link user digital identity by mapping het-

erogeneous networks to a homogeneous space, they apply network embedding

techniques [Man et al., 2016, Liu et al., 2016], propose latent user space model

[Lee and Jung, 2017], or solve network alignment problem [Zhang and Yu, 2016],

to learn the follower-ship / followee-ship of each user [Liu et al., 2016], to obtain

social network structures with low dimension space [Man et al., 2016], to learn a

projection function [Lee and Jung, 2017], to explore multiple user and location

anchor link prediction [Zhang and Yu, 2016]. Some researchers try to understand

the content of users’ behavior in different domains and link users’ behavior by

comparing the mined contents [Nie et al., 2016, Riederer et al., 2016]. In paper

[Nie et al., 2016], core interests of users are extracted by topic modeling, to con-

nect user in different social networks. Aligning [Riederer et al., 2016] and spec-

tral co-clustering [Han et al., 2017] algorithms are applied to users’ trajectories,

and then finds the most likely matching user behaviors by utilize the maximum

weighted matching scheme. In WWW 2017, Sungchul Kim and et. al proposed

probabilistic soft logic learning based framework to solve visitor stitching prob-

lem on noisy and incomplete cross-device web logs [Kim et al., 2017]. Internet

Protocol (IP) addresses, geo-graphic coordinates, and user-agent information
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are considered as features to train the model [Tan et al., 2014]. The studies also

pointed out that, in the future, proposed methods should adapt to exponentially

large number of data source [Lee and Jung, 2017, Kim et al., 2017], unsuper-

vised learning framework [Lee and Jung, 2017, Shu et al., 2017], and fully mine

contents in the dataset [Shu et al., 2017, Riederer et al., 2016, Han et al., 2017].

In this paper, in order to extract the features with high distinguishability

from Internet traffic, we select features with universal existence, uniqueness, and

reliability property, to reduce the data skews and noise caused by diversity and

heterogeneity of users’ online behavior in network environment [Ma et al., 2018].

We also try to understand the contents by considering online fingerprint and

offline spatio-temporal patterns as features. The proposed hybrid model, OBLD,

links users’ online behaviors with unique digital identity and probability based

correlations, which has a unsupervised setting and can be easily scaled to adopt

real network environment with massive imbalanced data traffic. Particularly,

the input of our model is traffic flows that aggregated by data packets collected

from core networks of ISP, which may cover millions of domains and population

[Liu et al., 2013].

Nowadays, smart devices, carried by users as sensors wherever they go,

bring us ubiquitous mobile access to the Internet. In this digital age, our

paper trails and digital trails coexist, an important component of our footprints

are our online digital footprints [Irani et al., 2009]. Every time we connect

with Internet, data is “delivered” in packets, i.e., our device and the web

servers we access exchange tens of thousands of data packets through In-

ternet, which contain online digital footprints with rich information, such as

current time, current location, visited web services, Uniform Resource Iden-

tifier (URI), device type, data traffic size, and so on. With the explosion in

data traffic amount [Dunbar et al., 2015], increasing number of studies emerge

in the area of data traffic analysis [Naboulsi et al., 2015, Blondel et al., 2015,

Calabrese et al., 2015], including social, mobility, and network analysis. In recent

years, ISP has opened more and more Internet traffic to public, to encourage

the researchers discover the potential of data traffic on solving city traffic

problem, reducing energy consumption, improving human health in the city,

and understanding poverty [Nguyen and Jung, 2018, Bello-Orgaz et al., 2016,

Hong et al., 2017]. As a result, data traffic of Internet has become a unique

data source to study population, society, and development on a scale not yet

seen. It presents both opportunities and challenges for linking online behavior

of users. On the one hand, focusing on Internet traffic makes it possible to

connect all online behavior of users together in all domains, and provides

a comprehensive view of users’ online interests. On the other hand, how to

link user’s behavior based on PB or EB level big data traffic with four Vs

characteristics [Chen et al., 2014], is an un-avoidable problem, which can be
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handled by us at technical level [Qiao et al., 2018] and method level proposed in

this paper.

While obtaining a full picture of users’ online behavior has many applications

in industry and research, it also raises legitimate and serious concerns about

the privacy of users online. Along with the encryption technology develop-

ment, we may not able to collect users’ behavior online, however, spatio-

temporal trajectories [Han et al., 2017] and fingerprints extracted from data

traffic [Rahmati et al., 2011] are enough to track and identify users. Even though,

many researchers believe that formulating users’ digital footprints and linking

multiple digital identities can help to find out security and privacy breaches with

dire consequences [Gundecha et al., 2014], detect and protect users from various

privacy and security threats arising due to vast amount of publicly available user

information [Riederer et al., 2016], keep the user informed about such threats

and suggest her preventive measures [Malhotra et al., 2012], and verify ages

online to protect children [Zafarani and Liu, 2013]. In general, leverage new

methods of user behavior linkage for a better tomorrow is important and

necessary.

3 Problem Definition

Let P denotes the set of all online services in real life. For an online service S, Cs

denotes the set of all digital identities in online service S, and each one belongs

to a distinct user. φs is a method mapping each digital identity in service S to

a natural person.

Our user Online Behavior Linkage (OBL) problem is defined as follows:

Given two online service platforms S and S
′

, the OBL is to design a linkage

method f to decide whether the two digital identities in S and S
′

respectively

correspond to the same natural person, i.e., f : Cs × Cs
′ �→ {0, 1} such that for

any pair of digital identities (ui, ui′) ∈ Cs × Cs′ , we have

f(〈ui,S〉 ,
〈
ui′ ,S

′
〉
) =

{
1 if (φS (ui) = φS

′ (ui′)) ,

0 otherwise .

For simplicity, this work assumes that one user has at most one digital

identity in an online service.

4 Data Description

In this paper, we use two data sets which are collected from different network

environments: fixed network and mobile (wireless) network. The two data sets are

collected by the high-speed Traffic Monitoring System (TMS) [Qiao et al., 2018]

developed by our group.
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with data traffic. In order to identify who generated which data traffic, and then

trace all the online behavior of users, features that widely available in Internet

traffic and highly discriminative between different users should be extracted.

We can extract user’s online behavior from each flow record and form a vector

UBlog:

UBlog = (UTC, IP, service,DID, os,BV, brand).

If several digital identities have been extracted from one record, it will

generate a digital identity relationship vector as follows:

DID = (DIDtype1, DID1, DIDtype2, DID2, ...).

The elements in the vector UBlog respectively stands for the UTC time when

the record is generated, the IP used by the user when the record is generated,

the online service’s name, vector for digital identity, terminal’s operation system

as well as its version, the type and version of browser and mobile phone brands.

If the online fingerprint finger ∈ {os, brand, browser} can not be extracted, the

value is assigned to Null. In DID, DIDtype refers to the type of DID (like cell

phone number, email account, user name, and etc). Usually, if DIDs in DID

of two UBlog belong to the same actual person, the possibility that these two

UBlog belong to the same users is very high.

In this part, we illustrate three kinds of features used to train our model, i.e.,

user digital identity, online fingerprint, and spatio-temporal behavior of user.

5.1 User Digital Identity

Digital IDentity (DID) is the representation of a human identity that is adopted

or claimed in cyberspace to interact with machines or people [Sorrentino, 2009].

Users may also project more than one digital identity through multiple communi-

ties. In Internet traffic, many digital identities can be extracted, for example, IP

address, identifier in Cookie, and online service account of user. However, above

digital identity is not universal unique, maybe unavailable (except for IP), and

usually changes with time or domain. Therefore, in order to link user’s online

behavior across domain, specific rules for user digital identity based feature

extraction are required.

5.1.1 IP based features

When users get access to online services, each network and terminal will be

assigned with an IP address. Firstly, we give some definitions:

Definition 1: LAN users. It represents the users in a local area network.

Definition 2: IP sharing. It represents the situation that multiple terminals

share the same IP over a LAN.

Definition 3: public IP. Due to the setting of LAN, the same IP used by

multiple users is called public IP.
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Considering the case of IP sharing, we define uniq to measure the uniqueness

of IP sharing :

uniq = uniq (IPSeq1 ∩ IPSeq2)

=

∑M=|IPintersec|
i=1

1
nIPintersec(i)

|IPintersec|
.

(2)

where IPintersec (i) represents the ith element in IPintersec, and nIPintersec(i)

represents the amount of users who use ipi in the time window windowi. The

large value of uniq indicates that the public IP used by the two digital identities

is shared by very few digital identities at the same time. In other words, these

two digital identities appear within a small LAN.

3) Correlation of IPSeq combines with the number of LAN users

Taking the number of digital identities within the LAN into consideration,

we define the indicator corr to describe the IP similarity between two digital

identities in different services in any time window:

corr = corr
(
nIPSeq1

, nIPSeq2

)
=

nIPSeq1
· nIPSeq2∣∣nIPSeq1

∣∣ · ∣∣nIPSeq2

∣∣ . (3)

where nIPSeq1
represents a vector formed by the reciprocal of the amount of users

using ipi in the time window windowi. The large value of corr indicates that the

digital identity pair always has the same IP in any time window, and the degree

of IP sharing is low. So this pair is more likely to refer to a same user.

4) IP dissimilarity

In order to fully discover the relationship between digital identities, this part

defines a feature from a new perspective of dissimilarity.

Heuristic knowledge 2: There are two digital identities DID1 and DID2

which refer to a same user in the real world, and they are from online service1 and

service2 respectively. The two digital identities may not appear with different IP

at the same time.

In the view of this, we define dissim to measure the dissimilarity of IP usage

between digital identities in different online services:

dissim = dissim (IPSeq1, IPSeq2)

=
|Tdiff (IPSeq1, IPSeq2)|

|Tall−windows (IPSeq1, IPSeq2)|
.

(4)

where Tall−windows represents a sequence of time windows when both DID1

and DID2 appear in Internet traffic. Tdiff satisfies Tdiff ⊆ Tall−windows and

represents the set of time windows in which DID1 and DID2 use different IP.

The value of dissim ranges from 0 to 1. The large value of dissim indicates a
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weak correlation between identities, and they are less likely to belong to the same

user. For instance, the value larger than 0.5 indicates the two digital identities

appear with different IP for more than half of the time windows.

5.1.2 Unique digital identity based features

When a user registers for an account on a service, digital identity is created.

Usually, user may input a username that is universal unique in current service

as an account. Also, phone number (PN ) or email (Email) account is bound

with the account, which can be seen as a unique identifier across all domains.

Here, we define UniDID={PN, Email}, which refers to digital identity that can

be used to identify the identity of people uniquely. In our experiments, phone

number and email account have been map to a hash number in order to protect

users’ privacy information. As a result, UniDID are unique digital identity based

features in our experiments, which only cover a part proportion of traffic data

since some users may not visit service with account, or account information of

some services is encrypted.

5.2 Online Fingerprint

Online fingerprints are important clues to link different online behaviors by dis-

tinguishing digital identity that belongs to different users. This part introduces

several features extracted from online fingerprints.

Heuristic knowledge 3: There are two digital identities DID1 and DID2

which refer to a same user in the real world, and they are in online service1 and

service2 respectively. When DID1 and DID2 access services through terminals,

the online fingerprints extracted from their flow records are always identical or

related. If the online fingerprints left by the two digital identities are completely

different, they could not belong to a same user.

Each UBlog records the online fingerprint while using a specific service.

Within the observation time, when a DID appears, the online fingerprint can be

represented by a sequence as:

Finger = {finger1,finger2, ...,fingern}.

We define an indicator σ to measure the similarity of online fingerprints

between DIDs for different online services, which is applied as below.

1) Firstly, we measure the importance of each online fingerprint fingeri in

sequence Finger. Since some types of fingerprints appear more frequently in

general, we first calculate the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-

IDF) of its online fingerprint information for each DID.

We define f = (v1, v2, ..., vn), where vi represents the value of TF-IDF of the

ith online fingerprint, n indicates the distinct number of online fingerprints. The
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definition of vi is as follows:

vi =
ni

Ni

× log
count

‖{Finger|fingeri ∈ Finger}‖
, (5)

where ni indicates the number of occurrences time of fingeri in Finger, Ni

indicates the number of fingerprints in Finger, count indicates the distinct

number of users, ‖{Finger|fingeri ∈ Finger}‖ indicates the number of users

who have the online fingerprint of fingeri.

2) Based on vector f, we calculate the online fingerprint correlation between

different digital identities. The indicator σ is defined as follows:

σ = σ (f, f ′) =
f · f ′

|f | · |f ′|
. (6)

If σ = 0, the two digital identities are considered to belong to different users.

Otherwise, we consider they are likely to belong to the same user.

5.3 Spatio-temporal Behavior of User

Users participate in different activities at different times of the day, and tend to

follow similar patterns in different days. In the evening, users are generally active

at “home”, where they generate amounts of Internet traffic. In contrast, in the

day of weekday, users usually stay in the “workplace”. In order to distinguish

different times of a day, we define the time period of “work hour” and “home

hour” as follows:

1) “work hour”: 8:00 to 19:00 on weekday.

2) “home hour”: 20:00 to 7:00 of the next day on weekday and the whole day

of weekend.

Based on “work hour” and “home hour”, we divide the set of user online

behavior vectors into two complementary sets. If the set of vectors UBlog in

which UTC is in the time period of “work hour” or “home hour”, then we

define it as UBlogwork or UBloghome respectively. The whole set of UBlog is

represented as UBlogall. These three logs record user’s behaviors in different

time periods.

6 OBLD: The Proposed Hybrid Model

Our goal of linking online behavior across domains is to establish a model

which can determine whether a pair of digital identities refers to the same user

[Ma and Leijon, 2011]. This section gives a hybrid model to address this problem.

The structure of our model is illustrated in [Fig.3], and the two main parts of

the model are unique digital identity based correlation and probability based

correlation. For the former, we define a precision linkage rule to precisely link
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UniDID is found in different flow records, different DIDs of the same person can

be identified, then user’s online behavior carried out by these DIDs are linked

together.

However, in our experiments, only less than 2.8% flow records have UniDID

that can be extracted. Therefore, other linkage method that can be applied to

all flow records is required.

6.2 Probability Based Correlation

In each flow record, IP based features, online fingerprint, and spatio-temporal

behavior of user can be extracted. These universal available features give us

the opportunity to link all user online behavior. However, in real network

environment, users usually connect with Internet by dynamic or public IP,

using equipment with same brand, which makes it difficult to distinguish online

behaviors between different people. In order to handle huge amount of data,

and provide as high as possible linkage precision to link user online behavior,

in our model, we apply filtering and correlation methods for probability based

correlation.

6.2.1 User Linkage Pairs Filtering

If we extract all features from each flow record for all input data, then examine

the correlation between them, for two service domains S and S′ with N1 and N2

digital identities respectively, we will face a dataset with T times of matching,

T =

min(N1,N2)∑
n=1

N1!N2!

n!(N1 − n)!n!(N2 − n)!

which grows exponentially as the size of input dataset grows. What’s more, the

vast majority of wrong-linked pairs in the results of the IP and fingerprints

correlation may lead to a serious data skew. Hence, we define some rules to filter

some pairs out:

1) Remove the UBlog contains wrong-formatted DID.

2) Remove the UBlog contains inactive DID. If a DID generated Internet traffic

in less than 12 time windows during a month, we call it an inactive user.

3) Ignore the IPk = (ipk,windowk) whose ipi is used by more than 1000 LAN

users in the windowi.

4) Remove the pairs whose ρ=0 in the UBlogwork or UBloghome.

5) Remove the pairs whose dissim>0.5 in the UBlogwork, UBloghome, or

UBlogall.

6) Remove the pairs whose σ=0 in the UBlogall.
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Features Definition

ρ IPSeq Similarity, distinguished

by UBlogwork, UBloghome, and

UBlogall.

uniq uniqueness of shared IP address,

distinguished by UBlogwork,

UBloghome, and UBlogall.

corr the correlation measure of IPSeq

combines with the number of

LAN users, distinguished by

UBlogwork, UBloghome, and

UBlogall.

dissim IP dissimilarity, distinguished

by UBlogwork, UBloghome, and

UBlogall.

σos The similarity of terminal’s op-

eration systems in UBlogall.

σbrowser The similarity of browsers in

UBlogall.

σbrand The similarity of brands in

UBlogall.

Table 1: Features calculation

6.2.2 User Linkage Pairs Correlation

In order to distinguish user’s different behaviors at different times of the

day, based on the three logs defined before, i.e., UBlogwork, UBloghome, and

UBlogall, we calculate some features, which represent the user’s online behaviors

in different times. All features calculated are summarized in [Tab.1].

To achieve a better linkage performance, we first apply Chi-Squared Statistic

to select some significant features. Then, we use the decision tree classification

to obtain pairs that are likely to be a same user. Finally, a self-defined Top1

selection method is used to optimize the results of decision tree. Details are

listed as below.

Scoring the selected features. We apply Chi-Squared Statistic evaluation

to give score value to each feature. In our case, features with high score value

are selected to quantify the relationship between two different DIDs.

Decision tree classification. Selected features are evaluated by adopting

the decision tree to decide whether the DID pair is linked correctly.

Top1 selection. In the result set of decision tree classification, a DID of
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the target online services may be linked to more than one identities of another

online service, which means there are some wrong-linked pairs. To address the

problem, we define an indicator score to find pairs that are most likely to be

correct-linked based on IP usage, which is the most easily accessible information

in Internet traffic.

score = 0.5× (ρ+ σ) . (7)

Pair with highest score value is considered as a correct linkage.

7 Experimental Results

In this section, the effectiveness of the OBLD model is evaluated based on the

ground truth.

7.1 Data Collections

In order to validate the universality of the proposed model, we evaluate it on data

sets of fixed network and mobile network respectively. DataSet1 is collected from

fixed network in a large province of southern China, while DataSet2 is collected

from mobile network in a large province of northern China. The duration of both

datasets last for one month, and DataSet2 contains each user’s anonymized ID.

We select four popular online services based on three conditions:

1) These services are in different domains,

2) Users need to register an account before using services,

3) Services have a high user coverage.

In view of these matters, the four online services we selected are as follows:

1) QQ: the most commonly used online social service platform in China,

which provides instant messaging service for users.

2) SinaWeibo: a popular social service platform in China, like Twitter.

3) JD: a famous online e-commerce service platform, like amazon.

4) Taobao: the biggest e-commerce service platform in China. Similar to JD,

users can purchase multiple and diverse goods on the platform.

7.2 The Analysis of User Behavior Linkage Characteristics

Before we testing the model with real massive data traffic, in this section, we

examine the characteristic of our experimental datasets to answer the following

questions: How many digital identities can be extract from different service

domains? What percentage of online behaviors are linked by applying unique

digital identity based correlation? The answer of above questions may help us

predict the amount of data to be processed and how the hybrid model work in

each step.
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UniDID Services Linked pairs Precision

Email JD, Weibo, QQ 29417 100%

Phone number JD, Taobao 118 100%

Table 3: Results of unique digital identity based correlation

7.4 Performance Analysis

We apply Chi-Squared Statistic evaluation to give score value to each feature. As

is shown in [Tab.1], there are 12 features of IP usage and 4 features of fingerprints.

[Tab.4] shows us the Chi-Squared values of features of two data sets. The larger

Chi-Squared value indicates the more relevant the feature is to the data. So we

select the top 9 features for DataSet1 and the top 4 features for DataSet2 as the

most significant features.

Feature Score (Dataset1) Score (Dataset2)

ρ (work) 4338.71 3.96

ρ (home) 3640.88 41.11

ρ (all) 3197.07 7.82

uniq (work) 11177.7 181.27

uniq (home) 13202.51 106.41

uniq (all) 10493.27 58.28

corr (work) 6775.46 20.37

corr (home) 7292.65 30.17

corr (all) 4317.35 24.69

dissim (work) 797.77 9.02

dissim (home) 738.9 0.82

dissim (all) 156.26 3.64

σ (os) 326.78 16.45

σ (browser) 562.61

σ (brand) 9 0

Table 4: Chi-Squared value of the selected features

DID pairs in each test set are divided into ten folds, we randomly pick seven

folds as a training set and the left three folds as a testing set. We leverage decision

tree to identify the relationships between the two DIDs. The results are listed in

[Tab.5]. If only part of the significant features are used to identify the correct-

linked pairs, results are not good enough. The combination of all selected features

achieves 92% accuracy, 82% precision, 77% recall and 79% F1 score for DataSet1.
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Method Precision Recall

CONSET [Zhang et al., 2015] 82.05% 71.10%

MAH [Tan et al., 2014] 85.30% -

Ulink-CPP [Lee and Jung, 2017] 62% -

Ulink-APG [Lee and Jung, 2017] 60% -

POIS [Riederer et al., 2016] 75%/95%/30% 38%/77%/18%

OBLD 89%/97.9% 73%/100%

Table 6: Performance of different methods

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we conducted a systematic and detailed investigation on the

problem of linking online behavior of different online services across domains. We

precisely defined the problem and proposed a hybrid model OBLD to address

it. First, we clarified the practical significance of proposing a model for digital

identity linkage across service domains. Second, we described the characteristics

of the data set used in the experiment. Next, we introduced the three kinds

of features used in our model, i.e., user digital identity, online fingerprint, and

spatio-temporal behavior of users, to evaluate the similarity and dissimilarity

between online behaviors. Then, a set of candidate digital identity pairs were

obtained through the investigation of IP correlation and online fingerprint

correlation between pairs. Finally, based on the unique digital identity based

correlation and probability based correlation, we combined the decision tree

with Top1 selection to identify the correct-linked pairs. Based on factual data,

the performance of the proposed model was evaluated and the linkage precision

achieved as high as 89%, and 97.9% for two datasets respectively. The result

validated the effectiveness of the proposed model. Moreover, the model can be

applied to data sets from different domains, different network environments,

and different countries. What’s more, the algorithm used in our model is

simple, and will have a good guidance on the following scientific researches

and engineering realization. Considering that user’s online behaviors will keep

changing or being accumulated as time goes by, in the future a more practical

linkage method is expected to be proposed to extract attributes and link online

behavior[Irani et al., 2009] dynamically.
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